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Q#1: Encircle the correct options (10) 

1- Plains covers nearly ------------- of Pakistan's land area. 

A. 1/4 th        B. 1/3 rd      C. 1/5 th       D. 1/6 th 

2- ------is at the bottom of a map. 

 A. north        B. south         C. east      D. west 

3-A ------------ shows directions on a map. 

A. compass rose     B. compass    C. scale      D. none 

4- Humidity is measured in -----------------. 

A. inches      B. cubic meters  C. farenhite    D. centi meter 

5- The movement of the ----------- is called wind.  

 A. air        B. clouds    C.vapour     D.droplets 

6- The first census in Pakistan was conducted in ----------------. 

 A.1951     B.1961     C.1971    D.1978 

7- Baloachistan covers almost ----- of Pakistan's land. 

A. one quarter   B. half   C. three quarter    D. two quarter 

8- South is towards the---------- 

A. south pole     B.north pole   C.West pole    D. east pole 

 9- A Plateau is a piece of -------- land. 

 A. plain     B. low        C. raised          D.high 

10-A goble is a ---------------- representation of the whole world. 

 A. three- dimensional  B. two- dimensional  C. Flat  D.rough 

Q #2: Fill in the blanks using the given words.  /5 

Paper: ________S.study________      Total Marks: ____25_________ 

Month Test: __May    _________      Obt. Marks: ________________ 

Theme/Unit: _____1 to 5_________      Grand Total: ____50_________ 

Objective:   ID: _____________________  Time: _____________________ 

Name: ______________________ class: _________4th_______  Section: ___________________ 
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Anemometer , sixth , north and west , deserts, plains ,  

1. A -------is low land. 

2. Pakistan is the world's ------ largest country by population. 

3. An ----------------- is an instrument used to measure air pressure. 

4. ----------------- have almost no matter. 

5. Much of the--------- of Pakistan is highland. 

Q#3: Write true or false;  /5 

1. Karachi is the capital of sindh. 

2. An avalanche is linked to cyclones. 

3. A key helps you read the map. 

4. Mountains are higher than hills. 

5. The weather changes affect everyday life. 

Q#4: Knowledge corner:- /5 

What did ALLAH said in Surah Al-Hijr? 

Ans: 

 

 

Q#5:Write short answers of following;  /10 

1-What are the symbols on a map used for? 

 Ans: 

2-What are the cardinal directions? 

Ans: 
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3- What is migration? 

Ans: 

4-What are the characteristics of deserts? 

Ans: 

5-How is the weather influenced by wind direction? 

Ans: 

 

Q#6:    Think:- /2 

Why can't we read a map without a map legend? 

Ans: 

 

Q#7:  Fact byte: /5 

Which is second highest peak in the world? 

Ans: 

Q#8:    Let's find out;  /4 

K2 is the world’s highest peak in the Karakoram range in Pakistan . Collect some 

information about K2 e.g. 

1- How high is it? 

Ans: 

2- Who was the first Pakistani to sacle K2? 

Ans: 

3- How long does it take to climb K2? 

Ans: 

4- How difficult is this mountain to climb? 

Ans: 

 

Q#09: Let’s find out; / 4 
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